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Allie
 
O' Allie, wake up;
Where have you been?
Wish could place, being seen.
Sleep come back….
Days and nights, have gone by;
Glares of pain, far gone by.
O' Allie, Have believed earful;
Could that be weird, Could this be true.
O' Allie you seen here ‘in ones, twos..
Ones Sense of being; beginning to sense.
O' Allie, Your smile broke calm windows;
On crackled wall of painted happiness.
Happiness, whispering once or forever for music played;
Harmonies made for one for other and other for one.
Nights shared; dawns were hard to part; could have been longed.
O' Allie, Love was hard to play; reality was hard to keep.
Beneath the smiles, lay coral of understanding.
Shade seemed the one and rare; Shaping once in circle of life.
Lost in the darkness of misbelieve.
O' Allie, Have believed earful;
Could that be weird, Could this be true.
Sleep come back….
Days and nights, have gone by;
Glares of pain, far gone by.
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Banyan
 
Banyan stood to time,
Dwell bird insect to spring,
Shading scorches of warmth,
Shield wild wind cries,
Shred leaves to fall trunks stand tall,
Bear flower and fruit in season,
Pose goodness all era,
Tree branches Divinity,
Strengthen with Diversity.
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Bliss Shared
 
Food for all,
Share to feel bliss.
Set motion within,
Stir towards Family, Village, Country,
We love.
Feel intensity today.
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Discern
 
Fresh jade leafs springs,
Odd mores move,
Draw to close frost.
Warm summer noon,
Relieve butterfly,
Sweat in winter.
Zephyr twist branch,
Brawny beam to hatch Law,
Hail stones cronies.
Walk through grass high,
Dove springs to flutter,
Be Sage to war.
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Drunken Remembrance
 
Remember day bull blew on face.
In drunken slumber saw bull blaze.
In dream or something I gaze.
Sure it was reality set in pace.
Eyes popped out as in bull face.
Pulled up trouser and ran in Maze.
Never drank again in garden,
For Bull would sniff and embrace.
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Fear
 
Reside in blocked ogle,
 
believe humanity a sinister;
 
certain to subsist mysterious.
 
Notch to glow,
 
experience goodness of endearing desired.
 
 
 
Awaken not to endear fear for them too severe,
 
hush smears time to spear;
 
trench seems in midst to appear,
 
drawing a tear,
 
leading thee to despair,
 
adoring over fear.
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Goodness
 
Life is posing of rubber.
Hold goodness of time.
As goodness gets larger;
Glowing with time;
Stretch to hold on rite.
Goodness got superior with sense of self;
Than thy vigor holds;
Snap to spill goodness away.
Though spilled goodness once held;
Blissful sight of goodness flourishes again;
In bands of goodness others pose.
Am I Reasonably Unreasonable or Unreasonably Reasonable?
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Haiku
 
blanket set aside
splendid beam shines snow crystal.
spring has sprung out loud.
 
warm walk through meadows
sweet jasmine rises to bloom.
pleasure veil senses.
 
withering leaves fly
migrating birds cross ocean.
stern look of frost bites.
 
_________________________________________
 
 
azure magical
benefactor blotch little
ocean gush candor
 
whistles with vigor
underneath no cloak to shell
sound of ocean flute
 
conquer raft man made
harvest profusion of good
ocean grins with strength
 
____________________________________________
 
birds emotional
wings flap electric escape
worm sighs vocally
 
____________________________________________
 
golden string attach
everlasting truth to life
soul incisiveness 
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____________________________________________
 
scared swagger frame wood
horned moose resemblance to trick
beneath grass bloom grins
 
 
grins bloom grass beneath
trick to resemblance moose horned
wood frame swagger scared
 
_____________________________________________
 
arbitrarily
oversimplification
renunciation
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Lotus
 
Murky silt gathers abreast;
Grime nature defiles waters;
Swamp spread coarse gardens;
Serene Muscle stems afloat ridges;
Leaves sheathe dire face beneath;
Diamond droplets shine above.
 
Roots under dirtiest water;
Imperfect beneath groom's worthy loam;
Bud rise pure amongst morass;
Spurts bliss amid dismay;
Observe of sun blossom;
Beauty glow upon crimson;
Amidst truth welcome bloomed.
 
Foreface illuminates fresh breathe;
Heavenly aroma thy wear fills air;
Meditate to sense immortals;
For virtues wisdom incarnates.
 
Splendor and deed ascend one;
In chorus raises flower and fruit;
Pride petals wither show thy goodness;
Enlighten one to righteous.
 
Though bloom on soiled waters;
Pharaohs' and Sages sang thy praise;
Salute upright to cause for causes;
Simplicity shines culture of cultures;
Marvel similitude to harmonies humans.
 
Learned Lotus taught thee; Secret lays life's glee.
 
Whilst root rigid to dilemma waters;
State brings to righteous.
 
Whilst adore stems hard not fracture;
Affectionate care leaves to admire.
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Whilst bloom raise to purity on grimy;
Head above face to vibrant rays'.
 
Whilst incarnates action to purify deeds;
Shine to light above goodness beneath.
 
Whilst ardor to considerate wave;
Wisdom seeds sowed back mature to bloom.
 
Whilst times dismay reflect to restore;
Observe grace thy fragrance to shine.
 
 
Whilst material bliss to one states;
Thought oneself bring woe to rests.
 
Whilst learn past to experience future;
Poise body soul synch to rise.
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My Dreamy Dream
 
Slept with smirk;
Dreamy dreams to Cirque.
Never below par would be;
Ways beyond being possible.
Twists and turns, rings and rolls;
Jumps and bumps, thrills and frills;
Wild one tame to snore;
Tame one learnt to roar.
Ballet was one to watch;
Romance was top notch.
Although was minute to go;
Whole night seemed hit ego.
Wish dreamy dream over;
On edge of sleep to rover.
See-Saw Dreamer they say;
Wake up from where you lay;
For dreams are dreams;
Still you work to make them real.
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Nuptial Star Shine
 
This special Day moment of life's together.
Murmur as naive bare souls sway to lust.
Sparkled joy new born love eyes gather.
Oneness bring moments to above crust.
 
Heavenly vision put to clone.
Soul and thought sanctified in bone.
Understanding and faith drone.
Destiny of life is on throne.
 
Omnipresent darkness is to affine.
Lamp of life in changing winds to shine.
Glow with twine as divine.
Flicker reminiscent adore entwine.
Weave motif on intricate line.
Joy of woven will be time.
 
You never know how time goes by.
Chirping sparrows to bat cry.
Beside each other is to cast.
 
Happiness multiplies, age sums,
Compete from love to care.
Showcase respect how you share.
 
Heavenly star of adore to shine.
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Once Adorer
 
Haters are no outsider;
Just one lost their mind ranger;
They envied to be abider;
Shine of other was brighter;
Toddle with coarse much faster;
Feels' lighter with satire;
Never thought deeper nor was leaper;
Waves' on repent when in splinter.
 
Realize to recognize hate;
Reckon with doing never too late;
Though out of gate; was once a mate?
None move forward with odium;
Understand diversity to change idiom.
For it was to my strength;
Weigh back censure for honor in length.
 
For hate be selfish to core;
Never sat to think and lure;
It would reach me no shore;
Moved on and to show door.
Be brightness for darkness to envy.
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One Sense
 
Whilst verse and deeds build to tie; lead no thoughts to lie,
Allow friendship deep; with sweet memories to reap.
Allow no weak-will to mar; seeking the way to star;
Allow no despair to tempt; nor rest mind to fright.
Pains wave from time to time; Splatter optimism to rhyme,
Pain trains us resilience; for optimism brings out shine.
Share glowing empathy; bring moral fiber to dignity.
Whilst bond leaps to soar; feel love within to roar;
Allow memories deep; with sweet experience to reap.
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Pickled Heart
 
She thought over toil, never striking before.
Moment to live; face lit up in luster.
Peace verge, tender body and wits; walk of poise sway.
Glitters of bliss shine on gloomy dusk walk through ardor meadow with tingle.
Breath filled to calm; brink to poise.
Times of yore; love was obsession prism, triumph far and wide.
Smirk broke stillness of stance taking conscious far apart, wary yawning within
be wary of future.
Dreams in high spirits are truth to dreamer; lay below ought of other, gasping in
gloom.
Boo-boo array life for long, Odium made cavernous fissure.
Sour grew larger to be horrendous, hideous maid; bop to soul with sting.
Rant flew bitter; twisted fate to slam.
Adore cost of betrayal never to drive.
Tears of severance grew with sweet tears of liberty.
Surrender, aches, promises for obsession of love once; vanished.
Unable recite memoirs with enthused freedom rays';
Hope and faith bud to beginning of something.
Spring breeze flutter tulips through meadows.
Close her eyes to slumber of another.
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Poodle
 
Poodle thought to doodle; first time love scribble.
Pride before of friend candle; be one for envy dribble.
Strolled down to Google; be life thought on cradle.
Pick up the mantle; Tail up as spindle.
Sat like moon over kindle; Shining stars on handle.
It was all confused riddle; Like five minute noodle.
Fluke fell impressed of ladle.
Felt for Poodle delight doodle of noodle.
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Rose! !
 
Sweet rays to shine;
Bud nurture to Divine.
Bright bloom spurts;
Gaze so lenient.
Delicate beauty drew close, Petals as one to pose.
Windswept disappear;
Swirl to entangle twig.
Breathe of sweetness,
Midst thorn soar;
Wild heart yearns to score.
Be Song of Songs, over tune to purity and glow.
Stirred fine occasion;
Affair sanctified for life.
O' enchanted blossom;
Splendor beyond ornament to compare;
Truth, harmony and bliss thou share.
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Rush
 
Rush not through today;
No seed nurture to fruit bearing in a day;
Grow to mature your strengths of tomorrow.
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Smile … Dear Smile
 
Walk up to smile.
Fondle well to smile; Bring hearts from a mile.
Set heart to smile; Get muscle to smile.
Smile whispers one nest; A million senses to crest.
Smile to shine; bring out yawning spirits from whine.
Troubles' far gone with smile; Pains fade away with smile.
Give joy to heart with smile; Live for forever with smile.
Envy not to smile; Frown not to smile; for you have fond smile.
Win with smile; nothing lost to smile; Share contagious smile.
Winter, spring, summer or fall; be smile season to call.
All I want S.M.I.L.E.;
Sweet Memoir Initiated Little Expression
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Time And Trust
 
Time and Trust know each other; be Ascender.
Be Ascender; with righteousness Armor.
Lose self-seeking Armament; gain gracious Adornment.
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Wave
 
Stood by shore; wave to lure.
Swept over in fleetness; drew sand beneath with tenderness.
Felt taken along; stirring within ocean song.
Though a moment; memories meant.
Stood by shore; other to lure.
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Why Austerity Mr. Austin
 
Aged and lost charming facet,
Life saga wishing to complete,
Spirit hit ground to ever compete,
Clobber down eye set away from crown,
Life made never an envier or bossier,
Stare's Chandelier as to remove barriers.
Sight rolled over as man look for savior,
Grin's with feeling to brim.
Said he 'Is Life in home or on road? '
For the most part,
We lay power under cover,
Hoping blessing will shower,
Deeds made without effort to tower,
End up being blower than glower.
Look with defiance.
Said he, 'This is true to brew for young,
Never took love for granted,
Still, now amongst unloved ranted.'
Smiles at ceiling,
Gaze words that are not reeling,
Never saw him so challenging,
For man his age revealing,
Love beneath craving.
Gasp to breathe, Sighs! !
'Nothing could bring me down'
Pauses to toss
'Till me listen to lip move with eyes of heroin,
We are over and out, take loss as one takes win,
As I was seated appall she stood tall,
Her illusive mind lead to desired,
She dropped me to admire the obsessed,
Did my dream ball or reflection tall? '
 
'Remind of day,
We walked down aisle, with smile on our dial,
Swear to stand by each other to end of mile,
Pleaded please help me dear to recall,
Stand by to chastise or advise,
Tel me the sin or Help me restore this akin,
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She turns her back and never came back.'
 
'There was bliss in everyday toil,
Came back home to share and coil,
Burnt every minute to beam and boil,
Then she buried everything we had deep under soil,
There stand no meaning anymore to toil,
All looked to me as just a foil.'
 
'Our life started fun as toy,
Vigor zeal blended every ploy,
Wish I did Fence sooner than late decoy,
Without Coy to sting for
Efforts would have brought me joy,
I leaped over to sanity before destroy,
Thought uneven wealth of conceit cloys,
Ventilated adore for her to annoy.'
 
'Friends always stand as one.
Told me be done with by gone;
I feel the pain of hurt in borne;
Deep in bone will burn till I'm gone.'
 
'Well, have Slept Company of gin,
Forgo doze with sight her little grin,
Sorrow burnt up to my chin,
Lost affection itches bear skin,
Day and night count every brick,
Wrecked saw her gone by trick.'
 
'Loss has made me grey and wearied,
Life was never the same to be carried.
On couch I laid by garden each day,
Watched young love flower,
Fight to show excel love each day.'
 
'Well, I believed each affair mentions flair,
Always smelt fragrance of my love in air,
Will breathe thought of her till last stare,
My friend what be my sin,
Help me to lie in coffin.'
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Time comes to call one over,
His every stroke got slower,
As he lay on couch for last time,
Spirit vaporized from his misty life.
 
Love to life is one and only nucleus,
Need no love abacus or life calculus,
Love atom made to form life alloy,
Empowers to create and destroy.
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